**2019 STEM EXPO**
**PARKING AND ARRIVAL INFORMATION**

**Buses:** Buses will be able to enter the Greenland lot and drop off teachers and students at the designated point on the map. Reserved parking will be available for buses in the RUTHERFORD lot. Please see Bus Parking map for details.

**Cars:** For teachers and parents that are driving vehicles to the Expo, parking spots will be reserved.

Note: The navigation app WAZE can be used to get you to the Greenland Parking lot by searching “Greenland Lot—Middle Tennessee State University” and populates an address of 1436 Greenland Drive.

**Arrival:** The sidewalk marked as drop off location will lead to the Murphy Center. There is a stairwell leading to the track level and Registration doors. Please follow signage for what entrance to use. Or, if needed, the elevator can be accessed from the lower level of the building via a ramp near the tennis courts. Elevators are conveniently located by registration on track level. Teachers must check in at the registration desk upon arrival.